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A. Listen to the Economy Report and take notes below.
B. Use your notes to answer the questions below.

1. What is happening to Chinese economy after years of strong gains?

2. What is stagnations?

3. Is stagnation good or bad for China right now?

4. What do some U.S. policy makers want to know?

5. According to Matt Salmon what has alienated partners and allies of China?

6. What are the imbalances between China and its partners?

7. What was China’s growth rate?
8. What did the International Monetary Fund predict China’s gross domestic product rate to be for the next 6 years?

9. What does Derek Scissors say?

10. What does slowing economy mean?

11. What does Cohen say about authoritarian governments?

12. According to Cohen will China’s economy grow?

Listen to the Economy Report again to check your answers.